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Study of recoil ions from the β decay of 134Sb using the Beta-decay Paul Trap
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The low-energy recoiling ions from the β-decay of 134Sb were studied using the Beta-decay Paul
Trap. Using this apparatus, singly-charged ions were suspended in vacuum at the center of a
detector array used to detect emitted β particles, γ rays, and recoil ions in coincidence. The recoil
ions emerge from the trap with negligible scattering, allowing β-decay properties and the charge-
state distribution of the daughter ions to be determined from the β-ion coincidences. First-forbidden
β-decay theory predicts a β-ν correlation coefficient of nearly unity for the 0− to 0+ transition from
the ground state of 134Sb to the ground state of 134Te. Although this transition was expected to
have a nearly 100% branching ratio, an additional 17.2(52)% of the β-decay strength must populate
high-lying excited states to obtain an angular correlation consistent with unity. The extracted
charge-state distribution of the recoiling ions was compared to existing β-decay results and the
average charge state was found to be consistent with the results from lighter nuclei.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radioactive isotopes confined in ion traps can be used
to study a number of decay properties. By suspending
ions in vacuum using only electromagnetic fields, source
scattering effects are eliminated and the recoiling nucleus
is available for study. The detection of the daughter
ions and β particles emerging from the trap following
β decay is being exploited to study β-ν angular corre-
lations [1–3] for tests of the Standard Model of particle
physics and to perform β-delayed neutron spectroscopy
without the challenges associated with direct neutron de-
tection [4, 5]. The direct detection of the daughter ions
has allowed detailed measurements of the charge-state
distributions following β decay [6, 7] which can be com-
pared to atomic-theory calculations including electron
shake-off and Auger processes. In addition, the elimi-
nation of a sample backing opens up new opportunities
for conversion-electron spectroscopy [8] and studies of de-
cay branching ratios relevant for constraining matrix el-
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ements relevant to double-beta decay [9, 10].

In this work, the β decay of 134Sb ions held in the
Beta-decay Paul Trap (BPT) was studied by detecting
the recoiling daughter ions and β particles in coincidence.
The apparatus was built for high-precision β-decay spec-
troscopy and has been used to study β-decay angular
correlations in the decay of 8Li [11, 12] and β-delayed
neutron emission from fission products [4, 13, 14]. For the
β-delayed neutron studies, the neutron-emission branch-
ing ratio (Pn) and energy spectrum of each species were
determined from the recoil-ion spectra.

Of the isotopes produced in the heavy-mass peak
following nuclear fission, 134Sb has the simplest decay
scheme which simplifies the interpretation of data for
the β decay and subsequent propagation of the recoil ions
emerging from the trapped-ion cloud. As shown in Fig. 1,
the decay is dominated by the 0− to 0+ transition to the
ground state of 134Te, which previous measurements in-
dicated has a branching ratio of 97.6(5)% [16]. Although
in general, the β-ν angular correlation coefficient, aβν ,
for a first-forbidden transition can depend in a complex
way on the matrix elements involved [17], for a 0− to 0+

transition aβν is expected to be nearly unity [18]. In ad-
dition, the β-energy spectrum for this type of transition
is expected to closely resemble the allowed shape [19, 20].

The 0− to 0+ transition in the decay of 134Sb has been
previously studied to understand the effects of meson-
exchange currents in the nuclear medium. These currents
directly affect the time-like components of the rank-zero
matrix, and studies in the A = 132 mass region have re-
vealed enhancements as large as 82% over the impulse ap-
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FIG. 1: The levels of 134Te populated by the decay of 134Sb
with their published β intensities and energies in keV [15].

proximation [21]. Analogous 0− to 0+ transitions in the
decay of 92Rb and 96Y have attracted attention recently
because they contribute significantly to the detected flux
of high-energy neutrinos emitted from nuclear reactors.

From the β-ion coincidences collected using the BPT,
the β-ν angular correlation and daughter-ion charge-state
distribution were studied. There have been few measure-
ments of charge-state distributions following β decay in
this mass region and this work provides the first infor-
mation on a β− transition for an element that is not a
noble gas. The results obtained here are compared with
existing data on the β decay of Xe isotopes [22] as well
as several other lighter noble-gas species.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The 134Sb ions (Qβ=8.515 MeV and t1/2 = 0.7 s) were
produced from the spontaneous fission of a ∼100 mCi
252Cf source at the Californium Rare Isotope Breeder
Upgrade (CARIBU) facility at Argonne National Labora-
tory (ANL). CARIBU also provides a 7− isomer, 134mSb
(Qβ=8.794 MeV and t1/2 = 10 s) and this isomer is pro-

duced with an intensity of about twice that of 134Sb. The
half-lives for 134Sb and 134mSb used in this work are from
a recent measurement at CARIBU [23], although updat-
ing the half-lives had minimal impact on the 134Sb results
presented in this paper. The β decay of 134mSb has a sig-
nificantly more complicated decay pattern than that of
134Sb and has a negligible decay branch directly to the
ground state of 134Te. Instead, multiple excited states
are populated, including a state at 1691 keV which has

a half-life of 164 ns and de-excites by a highly converted
transition to the 1576-keV state.

The 252Cf fission fragments were thermalized using a
large helium-filled gas catcher and extracted as a con-
tinuous low-energy beam of singly-charged ions using a
combination of gas flow and electric fields [24]. The beam
was sent through an isobar separator [25] operated with
a mass resolution of M

∆M ≈ 15000 to isolate 134,134mSb.
A radiofrequency-quadrupole (RFQ) buncher containing
a small amount of helium gas was used to accumulate,
cool, and bunch the beam [24]. These ion bunches were
delivered through an electrostatic beam line to the BPT
where they were collected and held for the decay mea-
surements.

The mass selectivity of the ion delivery was not suffi-
cient to separate 134Sb from 134mSb, so instead measure-
ments were made under two different accumulation and
measurement cycles which took advantage of the order-
of-magnitude difference in radioactive half-lives to collect
data sets with significantly different decay contributions
from the two species. A first set of measurements used a
0.6 s accumulation time in the RFQ buncher, which was
better matched for the shorter-lived 134Sb decay and will
be referred to as the “134Sb-optimized measurement cy-
cle.” Ten of these bunches were collected in the BPT (for
a total measurement time of 5.9 s), followed by ejection of
the ions from the BPT to measure any remaining back-
grounds over the subsequent 4.3 s. This measurement
cycle was run for 32.6 h.

Data were collected using a second measurement cycle,
better suited for the decay of 134mSb, with ions accumu-
lated for 6 s in the RFQ buncher, a build up of ions in
the BPT over 59.9 s, followed by a background measure-
ment of 30.1 s. This will be referred to as the “134mSb-
optimized measurement cycle.” This measurement cycle
was run for 6.1 h.

In the 134Sb-optimized measurement cycle, the number
of β decays from trapped 134Sb and 134mSb ions was ex-
pected to be similar, while for the 134mSb-optimized mea-
surement cycle, the 134mSb decay contributed approxi-
mately 90% of the decays from trapped ions. The data
collected with the 134mSb-optimized measurement cycle
were used to subtract the 134mSb contributions from the
data collected with the 134Sb-optimized measurement cy-
cle.

The BPT is a linear RFQ ion trap with electrodes de-
signed to allow the trapped-ion cloud to be surrounded
by an array of radiation detectors [26]. In this work,
the BPT was instrumented with a detector array consist-
ing of two ∆E-E plastic scintillator telescopes, two MCP
detectors, and two high-purity germanium (HPGe) de-
tectors to detect the β particles, recoil ions, and γ rays,
respectively, emitted following β decay. A cross-sectional
view of the trap and the detector array is shown in Fig. 2.

The four sets of thin electrode plates used to confine
the ions come within 11 mm of the trap center and were
each divided into three segments along the beam axis.
A radiofrequency potential with a peak-to-peak voltage
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Vpp=190 V at a frequency of 310 kHz was applied to
the electrode plates to confine the ions radially. The
voltage was directly measured using a high-voltage probe
and contributions from higher harmonics at 620 kHz and
930 kHz were found to contribute with amplitudes less
than 10% of the amplitude of the primary frequency. In
the axial direction, the ions were confined by DC voltages
of +20 V, −17 V, and +20 V applied on the segments.
The trap volume was suffused with helium buffer gas at
a pressure of ∼ 5 × 10−5 Torr to cool the trapped ions
and minimize the spatial extent of the ion cloud. Ion
bunches were loaded into the trap by lowering the DC
potential on the entrance segments, while maintaining a
∼5 V electrostatic valley needed to retain the previously
trapped ions.

The ∆E-E plastic-scintillator detector telescopes, lo-
cated 105 mm from the trap center in the bottom and
left detector positions, each had a 1-mm-thick, 10.6-cm-
diameter ∆E detector positioned in front of a 10.2-cm-
thick, 13.3-cm-diameter E detector capable of stopping
all the β particles emitted from ion decays. The light
from the ∆E detector was piped to two 3.8-cm-diameter
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) using light-guide strips
wrapped in thin specular reflectors. The E-scintillator
cylinder wall was coated in a layer of diffuse reflec-
tor paint and attached directly to a 12.7-cm-diameter
PMT. Each detector telescope was supported in a vac-
uum chamber held at a pressure below 10−3 Torr, which
was separated from the vacuum environment of the ion
trap by a 10-µm-thick aluminized kapton window.

The β particles were identified by energy deposition in
the ∆E detector. Measurements of the energy deposition
from 134Sb decays and from a spectroscopy-grade 207Bi
conversion-electron source indicated that the ∆E detec-
tor energy threshold for β particles was approximately
70 keV. This thin detector has only a ∼1% intrinsic de-
tection efficiency for γ rays and neutrons.

The MCP detectors each consisted of a resistance-
matched pair of MCPs arranged in a chevron configura-
tion with a resistive anode. The right and top MCP de-
tectors each had nominal active areas of 50.3×50.3 mm2,
were located at distances of 52.9(3) mm and 52.5(3) mm,
respectively, from the center of the trap, and were located
4.5 mm behind grounded, 89%-transmission grids. The
front surface of the MCP was biased to approximately
−2.5 kV to accelerate the recoiling daughter ions (which
all have charge states of 2+ or greater) to energies of at
least 5 keV and impact angles within a few degrees of
the detector normal. The MCP timing resolution was
<1 ns and the recoil-ion hit locations were reconstructed
from the charge division at the four corners of the resis-
tive anode [27]. The position calibration was obtained
prior to the data collection by imaging the pattern from
a mask placed on the MCP using a 238Pu α source. A
fiducial area cut of 46.0×46.0 mm2 was used to select
events as the position for these events could be recon-
structed within about 0.1 mm. For a few percent of the
events, the pulse amplitude on one of the corners was

just beyond the range of the ADC, and the hit position
had to be reconstructed from the charge collected on the
other three corners.

For recoil ions with kinetic energies above a few keV,
the pulse-height distribution (PHD) of the MCP detector
output is well described by a Gaussian distribution [6,
28, 29] and the intrinsic detection efficiency is expected
to be nearly independent of energy [30, 31] with only
a small fraction of the PHD falling below the electronic
threshold. A detailed analysis of the fraction of the PHD
below threshold was performed [14] in a manner similar
to the efficiency corrections in Refs. [6, 29] for the two
detectors as a function of hit location and ion-impact
energy. The results indicated that about 1.6% of the
PHD from the right MCP detector and 16% of the PHD
for the top MCP detector, which had a lower gain, was
expected to be below threshold.

Two single-crystal p-type HPGe detectors, with rela-
tive efficiencies of 80% and 140%, were placed behind the
top and right MCP detectors, respectively. The MCP-
detector housings were specially designed to be com-
pact to fit between the electrodes of the BPT and to
allow HPGe detectors to be brought within 10 cm of the
trapped ion cloud. The efficiencies of the HPGe detec-
tors were determined using sealed sources of 60Co, 133Ba,
137Cs, and 152Eu which had activities calibrated to within
1.5–2.5% (at 1 σ).

FIG. 2: A cross-sectional view of the BPT and the detector
array used in this work, not to scale. The beam axis points
out of the page, and the detectors are identified according to
their positioning relative to this axis. In the left and bottom
positions are the two ∆E-E plastic-scintillator detectors used
for β-particle detection, and in the right and top positions are
two MCP detectors and two HPGe detectors used for recoil-
ion and γ-ray detection, respectively.

The data acquisition was triggered when a signal
from any detector rose above the constant-fraction-
discriminator threshold. For every trigger, a 20-µs co-
incidence window was opened to record the amplitude
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and timing of all the detector signals. The length of the
window was selected to allow sufficient time for all the
recoil ions to be detected. The non-paralyzable dead-
time was determined to be 142 µs. The timing of the
trigger relative to the measurement cycle and the phase
of the applied RF field was also recorded. The time of
flight (TOF) for recoil ions was determined with a full-
width at half maximum (FWHM) timing resolution of
3 ns from coincidences between a ∆E plastic scintillator
and an MCP detector.

III. ANALYSIS

The first step of the analysis was to isolate the con-
tributions from the decay of 134Sb from those of 134mSb
by taking the appropriate combination of the data col-
lected under the 134Sb-optimized and 134mSb-optimized
measurement cycles. The results obtained for the de-
cay of 134Sb were then compared with simulations of the
β decay occurring within the ion cloud and the subse-
quent propagation and detection of the emitted particles
within the apparatus. First, the charge-state distribution
was constrained by studying the RF-phase dependence of
the β-ion coincidence rate. Once values for the charge-
state distribution were obtained, the ion-cloud distribu-
tion and then properties of the 0− to 0+ transition such
as the β-ν correlation and the branching ratio could be
studied. Finally, with the decay and ion-cloud proper-
ties established, the intrinsic detection efficiencies of the
MCP detectors were determined from comparisons of the
number of detected β-ion coincidences to the predictions
from simulations. The steps of the analysis are described
in detail in the following subsections.

A. Isolating the 134Sb decay contributions

The relative contributions from the decay of trapped
134mSb ions in the two measurements were determined
from the build up and decay of several decay signatures.
The decay of 134mSb emits β particles, several high-
intensity γ rays, and conversion electrons (CEs). Com-
paring the β singles, γ-ray singles spectrum, β-γ coin-
cidences, β-ion coincidences, and β-CE coincidences al-
lowed the quantification of the relative amount of 134mSb
in the two sets of data. Only the results from the fully in-
dependent β-singles and γ-ray-singles spectra were used
here, although the coincidence methods agreed with these
results.

The determination of the trapped 134mSb activity is
complicated by backgrounds that arise from ions that are
delivered to the BPT but end up unconfined, either be-
cause they are not initially captured by the electric fields
or they escape the trap during the measurement cycle,
due to effects such as charge exchange with contamina-
tion in the buffer gas. These unconfined ions can poten-
tially be distributed around the interior of the vacuum

chamber. The background segment of the measurement
cycle allows the assessment of these contributions.

The time dependence of the build up and decay pro-
file of the β and γ-ray singles depends on the half-lives
of 134Sb and 134mSb, the composition of the ion beam
delivered to the BPT, the relative detection efficiencies
of the trapped and distributed decays, and the rate of
ions escaping the BPT. The daughter 134Te has a ra-
dioactive half-life of 41.8(8) min and therefore provides
a background contribution which is nearly constant in
time. The relative detection efficiencies and the relative
rates can be well determined from the time dependence of
the β-singles during the measurement, and a systematic
uncertainty was assigned to account for the uncertainty
in the half-lives and charge-exchange effect [13].

The 1279-keV, 706-keV, and 297-keV γ rays emitted in
the decay of 134mSb were used to determine the relative
number of decays from trapped 134mSb ions in the two
data sets. As with the β-singles analysis, the background
from 134mSb activity outside of the ion cloud was taken
into account using the number of counts of each γ ray
in the background period of the trap cycle. The 1279-
keV γ-ray result required an additional correction of ∼3%
because this γ ray is also present in the decay of 134Sb
at an absolute intensity of 1.1(5)% [15].

The ratio of the decays of trapped 134mSb ions in
the 134Sb-optimized measurement cycle to that of the
134mSb-optimized measurement cycle was determined to
be 1.399(74) and 1.562(93) from the analysis of the β
and γ-ray singles rates, respectively, resulting in an av-
erage value of 1.462(58). This ratio is needed to isolate
the 134Sb decay signatures. The TOF distributions from
the two measurements and the isolated 134Sb result are
shown in Fig. 3.

The number of β-ion coincidences for each detector
pair, shown in Table I, was determined after subtracting
off accidental coincidences determined from coincidences
with TOF between 15 µs and 20 µs. The ratio of the
coincidences detected with the ∆E-MCP detector pairs
separated by 180◦, nβr(180◦), and the detector pairs sep-
arated by 90◦, nβr(90◦),

R180/90 =
nβr(180◦)

nβr(90◦)
, (1)

serves as an important observable that needs to be re-
produced by any simulation of the 134Sb β decay. The
experimentally measured value of R180/90=9.33(80) in Ta-
ble I provides a constraint that is sensitive to aβν and the
decay branching ratios and less sensitive to other decay
properties such as the charge-state distribution.

The TOF structure present below 1000 ns arises from
134mSb decays in which the β particle triggers the ∆E
detector and a CE emitted from the 1691-keV excited
state in 134Te triggers the MCP detector. This excited
state has a half-life of 164.1 ns and therefore delays the
CE emission, resulting in a nearly exponential-decay fea-
ture extending out to ∼1000 ns. The subtraction of the
trapped 134mSb contribution greatly reduces the number
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FIG. 3: (Color Online) Time-of-flight spectrum for β-ion co-
incidences for (a) the 134Sb-optimized measurement cycle, (b)
the 134mSb-optimized measurement cycle scaled to have the
same 134mSb decay contribution as in the 134Sb-optimized
measurements (as described in the text), and (c) the 134Sb
spectrum obtained by subtracting the 134mSb contribution.
The data collected with the ∆E-MCP detector pairs sepa-
rated by 180◦ (left ∆E with right MCP and bottom ∆E with
top MCP) are shown in blue while the data for detector pairs
separated by 90◦ (left ∆E with top MCP and bottom ∆E
with right MCP) are shown in red.

of β-CE coincidences, but is not expected to completely
eliminate them because of coincidences from 134mSb ac-
tivity remaining outside of the ion cloud.

B. Beta-decay simulations

The TOF and β-energy distributions for β-ion coinci-
dences were compared to simulations of the 134Sb decay
and subsequent propagation and detection of the decay
radiation and recoil ions. The β-decay kinematics were
simulated using an event generator originally developed
in Ref. [32] and adapted to simulate fission-product de-
cays in Ref. [4]. The β and ν energy distributions for
each transition were assumed to have an allowed spec-
tral shape and permitted to have any value of aβν from
−1 to +1. For this work the event generator was further
adapted to allow for decays populating multiple excited
levels, with the de-excitation pathways taken from the
Reference Input Parameter Library (RIPL-3) [33], with
γ rays and CEs emitted isotropically. The recoil of the

TABLE I: Number of β-ion coincidences detected using the
different ∆E-MCP detector combinations for the data ac-
quired in the 134Sb optimized (0.6 s accumulation time), and
the 134mSb optimized (6 s accumulation time) measurement
cycles as well as the 134Sb isolated coincidences as described
in the text.

Coincidence Accumulation Time 134Sb

∆E MCP 0.6 s 6 s Isolated

Left Top 863(38) 282(24) 450(54)

Bottom Right 1140(47) 390(28) 570(66)

Bottom Top 5571(80) 928(34) 4214(109)

Left Right 7010(92) 1172(39) 5297(128)

R180/90 6.28(20) 3.12(19) 9.33(80)

daughter nucleus was then determined from the momen-
tum imparted by all of the emitted particles. The decays
are distributed spatially with a Gaussian distribution in
all three dimensions centered at the electric field mini-
mum, and uniformly in time over the trap RF period.

The β particle and any accompanying γ rays and CEs
were propagated through a GEANT4 [34–36] simulation
of the ion-trap and detector-array geometry to identify
decays which deposit energy in the ∆E and E plastic
scintillators. Recoiling ions with charge states of 2+,
3+, and 4+ were propagated through the time-varying
electric field of the BPT using the ion-optics program
SimIon [37]. For each ion that hit an MCP detector, the
TOF, hit position, impact energy, and RF phase at the
time of the decay were recorded. The β-ion coincidences
were then identified from decays in which the total energy
deposited in a ∆E detector was larger than the energy
threshold and the ion impacted the fiducial area of either
MCP detector. In addition, an efficiency correction was
applied to account for the fraction of the PHD lost to the
electronic threshold [14].

C. Charge-state distribution

The recoil-ion trajectories were significantly influenced
by the electric field as the maximum energy of 290 eV,
imparted by the β decay, was comparable to the volt-
ages applied to the BPT electrodes. As a result, the
likelihood of an ion striking one of the MCP detectors
and the TOF distribution of the β-ion coincidence were
dependent on the ion charge-state. However, unlike in
other ion-trap experiments where an electric field guides
recoil ions into an MCP detector and separates the charge
states by TOF [6], the acceleration region for this exper-
iment was only the last 4.5 mm in front of the MCP,
which was insufficient for ions of each charge to arrive in
distinct TOF windows.

Instead, the charge-state distribution was inferred from
the RF-phase dependence of the β-ion coincidence rate.
The ion charge state influenced the magnitude of the
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change in the coincidence rate as a function of the RF
phase, with higher charge states having a greater reduc-
tion in rate at certain values of the RF phase. Simu-
lations for the 2+, 3+, and 4+ charge states are shown
in Fig. 4. As the contribution of each charge state can-
not be independently determined, a separate constraint
is necessary. Previous results from a variety of atomic
systems are consistent with the charge-state distribu-
tion following β decay decreasing with increasing charge
state [6, 22, 38, 39]. Therefore, a geometric progression
in the probability of higher charge states was adopted
as a constraint. The result is a simple charge-state-
distribution model including the 2+, 3+, and 4+ charge
states where each charge-state abundance is reduced by
a constant multiplicative factor (fit to best reproduce the
data) from the one before it. From a fit to this model
the mean charge state following the β decay of 134Sb was
determined to be +2.42(6). This method of determining
the charge-state distribution gave results nearly indepen-
dent of the details of the decay properties as long as they
were adjusted to give a value for R180/90 consistent with
the measured value.
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FIG. 4: (Color Online) (a) The RF-phase dependence of β-ion
coincidences from the decay of 134Sb. The best fit (red) from
simulations consists of the sum of 2+ (green), 3+ (cyan), and
4+ (magenta) contributions. (b) The resulting TOF spectra
from the charge-state distribution determined from the RF
phase, confined to 2000 to 2800 ns to illustrate the low TOF
behavior of the charge states.

Although the actual charge-state distribution follow-
ing β decay can extend beyond 4+, the higher charge
states are typically produced with decreasing probabil-
ity [6, 22] and the truncation of the charge state has only
a minimal effect on the results. Given the simplicity of
the approach, it was deemed unnecessary to extend the
charge-state distribution beyond 4+. For the TOF dis-
tribution, the largest effect of the charge state was on
the rising edge between 2100 and 2300 ns as can be seen
in Fig. 4(b). The β-ion coincidences with TOF below
2100 ns, absent in the simulation, are consistent with

2–3% of the decays resulting in ions with higher charge
states. A number of these ions gain energy from the RF
fields and arrive sooner at the MCP detector. Charge
states greater than 6+ would contribute to this TOF re-
gion, as would ions that decay into states that deexcite
through CE emitting transitions, which can result in very
high charge states [22].

D. Ion-cloud spatial distribution and location

The spatial extent of the ion cloud influences the shape
of the peak of the TOF distribution between 2000 and
2600 ns as can be seen in Fig. 5. Once the charge-state
distribution has been determined from the RF-phase de-
pendence of the β-ion coincidence rate, the size of the ion
cloud can be estimated. An ion cloud with a Gaussian
distribution of 1 mm at FWHM (assumed to be iden-
tical in all three spatial dimensions) was found to best
match the data. In this simulation, the decay scheme
from Ref. [16] with nearly all decays to the ground state
and a value of aβν=1 for this transition were used, al-
though allowing for either aβν < 1 or additional decays
to as-of-yet unknown excited states has minimal impact
on the determination of the ion-cloud extent.

The timing of the half-maximum in the rising edge of
the TOF distribution depends primarily on the distance
between the ion cloud and the MCP detectors and the
Qβ of the decay. The RF electric fields shift this timing
by only 3% and both the RF and DC electric fields were
precisely accounted for in the simulations. Agreement
between the data and simulations was obtained when us-
ing MCP detector distances of 53.0(5) mm in the sim-
ulations and this value was used in the analysis. These
results were consistent with the distances of 52.5(3) mm
and 52.9(3) mm determined from the physical measure-
ment of the placement of the detectors and electrodes.

E. 0− to 0+ transition properties

The experimental results for R180/90, together with the
TOF and β-energy spectra for β-ion coincidences, were
compared to simulations to understand properties of the
0− to 0+ transition to the ground state of 134Te. The
value of R180/90=9.33(80) from this measurement was in-
consistent with the value of 12.5 expected from simu-
lations based on the previously-available decay proper-
ties [16] when aβν=1 was used for the 0− to 0+ transition
(which had a 97.6% branching ratio). Two approaches
were pursued to explain this surprising result.

The first method was to assume that the known de-
cay properties were complete and to adjust the aβν for
the 0− to 0+ transition in order to match R180/90. This
approach yielded a value of aβν=0.47(16). The resulting
TOF spectrum also agrees well with the data as, shown
in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 5: (Color Online) The rising edge of the 134Sb decay
TOF compared with three simulated cloud sizes, labeled by
the FWHM of the Gaussian distribution used. The 1 mm
(red) simulation is scaled to match counts between 2400–
2600 ns, and the 2.5 mm (green) and 4 mm (cyan) are shown
with the same number of β-ion coincidences as the 1 mm sim-
ulation.
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FIG. 6: (Color Online) The measured 134Sb TOF spec-
trum compared to simulations using the decay scheme in
Ref. [16] with different aβν values. The value which matches
R180/90=9.33 from the data is aβν=0.47 and the resulting TOF
distribution is shown in red. The TOF spectra for aβν=0
(cyan) and aβν=1 (green) are also shown and result in R180/90

values that are inconsistent with the data.

The second method was to fix aβν=1 for the 0− to
0+ transition and to allow for decay feeding to highly-
excited states, which may have escaped observation in
previous experiments. To allow for this possibility, al-
lowed Gamow-Teller transitions (with aβν=−1/3) to fic-
titious excited states between 4 and 6 MeV that decay
to the 134Te ground state by emitting a single γ ray were
simulated. These decays were chosen to approximate any
decay branches to high-lying states for which the nuclear
recoil was less dependent on the β-particle momentum.
For example, for the 5-MeV excited state, R180/90=1.9

and therefore 17.2(52)% of the decays proceeding by this
transition could explain the data. The effects of this
additional decay branch on the TOF spectrum and the
comparison to data are shown in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 7: (Color Online) The TOF spectrum for β-ion coinci-
dences compared to simulations (red) which include the decay
scheme from the Nuclear Data Sheets [16] with aβν = 1 (cyan)
and a single fictitious allowed Gamow-Teller transition with
aβν = −1/3 to a 5-MeV excited state (green) which decays
directly to the ground state by a single γ ray.

F. MCP detector intrinsic efficiency

The intrinsic efficiency of the MCP detector, εMCP,
can be determined from the data and this is necessary
to determine the recoil-ion detection efficiency used in
β-delayed neutron branching-ratio measurements [4, 13,
14]. This efficiency is the likelihood that a recoiling ion
which originated in the ion cloud and reached the MCP
detector face will deposit charge on the resistive anode.
For the recoiling 134Te ions, εMCP was determined by
comparing the data to the simulation (“sim”) results us-
ing the relation(nβr

nβ

)
data

=
(nβr
nβ

)
sim
εMCP (2)

where nβr is the number of detected β-ion coincidences,
and nβ is the number of detected β particles from the
trapped ions. The simulation results include the small,
impact-energy-dependent loss of ion counts due to MCP
pulses which fall below the electronic threshold. This
correction is described in detail in Ref. [14].

The experimental results for εMCP determined from(
nβr
nβ

)
data

are shown in Table II for the various detector

combinations.
The value of εMCP obtained using the two sets of de-

cay properties described in Section III E only differed by
∼1.2% and this served as an estimate of the systematic
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uncertainty associated with incomplete knowledge of the
decay. The systematic uncertainty from the charge-state
distribution determination and the β-particle scattering
were 1.3% and 0.6% respectively. As shown in Table II
the total uncertainty was dominated by the statistical un-
certainty, which incorporates the uncertainty associated
with the isomer subtraction.

The value of εMCP is expected to be less than unity
because of the 60% open area ratio of the MCP chan-
nels [31] and the loss of ions passing through the two 89%-
transmission grids located between the ion-cloud region
and the MCP detector. The electric field of 5.5 kV/cm
in front of the MCP detectors used to accelerate ions for
detection also served to strip away electrons from the de-
tector front surface. Offline analysis using an α-particle
source confirmed that εMCP decreased by 10–20% at the
electric fields used in this experiment. The magnitude of
this effect on the detection of keV-energy heavy ions may
be different than for MeV-energy α particles.

TABLE II: Ratio of β-ion coincidences to total number of
detected β particles in data and simulation, with extracted
MCP detector intrinsic efficiency.

Coincidence nβr/nβ (%)

∆E MCP Data Sim. εMCP (%) σstat σsys

Left Top 0.60(8) 1.89(3) 31.5 4.0 0.5

Bottom Right 0.71(9) 2.27(3) 31.1 3.8 0.8

Bottom Top 5.2(2) 18.0(1) 29.0 1.3 0.6

Left Right 7.0(3) 20.9(1) 33.6 1.4 0.7

Top 29.3 1.2 0.6

Right 33.3 1.3 0.7

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Charge-state distribution

The daughter-ion charge-state distribution determined
following the decay of 134Sb ions is the first for the β−

decay of an element other that a noble gas. The closest
atomic system with which it can be compared is the β−

decay of 133Xe to 133Cs [22]. In this decay, the mean elec-
tron loss for the β-decay component was found to be 0.33,
a value close to the 0.42(6) found for 134Sb ions. The
results from this and all other measurements of charge-
state distributions following the β− decay are shown in
Table III. These results show that, with the exception of
the one-electron system of 6He1+ [7], the mean electron
loss ranges from 0.19 to 0.42 and is consistent with the
result obtained here. This entire variation of the mean
electron loss would result in only a 10% spread in the
average daughter-ion charge state following trapped-ion
decay and provides some insight as to what can be ex-
pected following the decay of other nuclides.

TABLE III: Mean atomic electron loss following β decay for
noble gases compared to this work.

Species Parent Charge 1 e− Prob. Mean e− Loss
6He [40] 0 0.104(2) 0.188(2)
6He [7] 1+ 0.0233(4) 0.0233(4)
23Ne [41] 0 0.175(1) 0.250(3)
35Ar [6] 1+ 0.172(4) 0.362(23)
41Ar [39] 0 0.125(8) 0.26(2)
85Kr [38] 0 0.109(2) 0.42(3)
133Xe [22] 0 0.08† 0.33†

134Sb* 1+ 0.243‡ 0.42(6)‡

† Charge-state uncertainties are not quoted after removing
CE effect

* This work
‡ Result from a simple model which assumes a decreasing

geometric progression truncated at 4+. See Sec. III C for
details.

B. 0− to 0+ transition properties

For a 0− to 0+ transition, only the two matrix elements
which arise from the time-like and space-like components
of the axial current contribute to the decay [42] and are
denoted here as ξ0 and ω, respectively, as in Ref. [18].
The β-ν angular correlation can then be expressed as

aβν(W ) =
ξ0

2 − 1
9ω

2

ξ0
2 + 1

9ω
2 − 2

3ξ0ω
me
W

(3)

where W and me are the total energy and mass, respec-
tively, of the β− particle and terms dependent on αZ are
ignored [18]. The matrix elements for the 134Sb transi-
tion were calculated in Ref. [21] and ξ0 was determined to
be much larger than ω, in agreement with the prediction
of Siegert’s theorem [43]. As a result, aβν must be nearly
unity. From Eq. 3, a value of aβν = 0.47 would require
ω ' 1.8× ξ0 and therefore cannot be the explanation for
the observed value of R180/90.

The presence of additional β-decay feeding to high-
lying states provided the best explanation for the β-ion
coincidence data and β-energy spectrum. The addition
of transitions to these excited states better described fea-
tures of the β-energy spectrum below 5 MeV. Excited
states in the 4–6 MeV energy range were examined, with
a single transition to a 5-MeV state with an intensity
of 17.2(52)% best matching the data. The addition of
this transition best described the shape of the β-energy
spectrum, as shown in Fig. 8, and reduced the branch-
ing ratio to the ground state to 80.4(52)%. The total
intensity to excited states was not sensitive to the exact
excitation energy of the added transition as results ob-
tained for excited states in the 4–6 MeV energy range
were well within the 1-σ uncertainty. As 134Te is a rel-
atively heavy and neutron-rich nucleus, the additional
decay strength to highly excited states is likely due to
a plethora of weak allowed transitions to 1− states from
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FIG. 8: (Color Online) The β-energy spectrum for β-ion co-
incidences compared to simulations which include the decay
scheme from the Nuclear Data Sheets [16] with aβν = 1 (red)
combined with a single fictitious allowed Gamow-Teller tran-
sition with aβν = −1/3 to a 5-MeV (blue) excited state which
decays directly to the ground state by a single γ ray, scaled
to match counts above 200 keV.

the decay of 134Sb that were missed in previous experi-
ments, a phenomenon that has come to be known as the
“Pandemonium effect” [44].

Recent measurements by total absorption spectroscopy
of the decay of 92Rb, a light fission peak nucleus also
dominated by a 0− to 0+ ground state transition, ob-
served similarly isolated additional β-decay strength to
states between 4.5 and 5.5 MeV [45, 46]. The 0− to 0+

was determined to have an intensity of about 90%, re-
duced from the previously determined 95.2(7)% [47].

V. CONCLUSIONS

The decay of 134Sb was studied by detecting the β par-
ticles and recoiling daughter ions which emerge from the
BPT in coincidence. By holding ions in vacuum using
only electric fields, the charge-state distribution follow-
ing β decay and the properties of the dominant 0− to
0+ transition in the β decay of 134Sb to 134Te were in-
vestigated. Utilizing two measurements with different
collection and measurement cycles, the 134Sb decay sig-
natures were isolated from those of the decay of 134mSb,
even though 134mSb was produced more abundantly by
252Cf fission.

The charge-state distribution was studied by analyz-
ing RF-phase dependence of the β-ion coincidence rate.
By using a simplifying assumption that the charge-state

distribution follows a geometric progression, the mean
electron loss was determined and found to be similar to
the results from other β-decay experiments [6, 22, 38–41].

The β-ion coincidence rate observed at the different
detector pairs were incompatible with the predictions
based on previous measurements of the decay scheme
and a value of aβν=1 for the 0− to 0+ transition. To
explain this discrepancy, an additional 17.2(52)% of the
β-decay transitions must populate highly-excited states
in the daughter 134Te nucleus. These additional transi-
tions also improve the agreement between the measured
and simulated β-energy spectra for β-ion coincidences.
Without any additional transitions, aβν must otherwise
be significantly smaller than unity, in disagreement with
the prediction of first-forbidden β decay theory. Addi-
tional measurements would be of interest to investigate
the excited-state transitions more precisely.

In addition, the efficiency of the MCP detectors for the
5-keV 134Te recoil ions was determined in a way that was
nearly independent of the details of the β-decay scheme
as long as the observed value for R180/90 was reproduced.
An in situ measurement of the MCP efficiency is useful
for the analysis of β-delayed neutron emission measure-
ments performed with the BPT.

The β-decay simulation and methodology for analyz-
ing recoil-ion properties described here can also be used
to interpret the data collected for other nuclides and will
be useful for studying decays for which there is signifi-
cantly less information available. Future measurements
will benefit from the improved intensity [48] and pu-
rity [49] of CARIBU ion beams and would allow the study
of isotopes further from stability.
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